A
Abilities, job reference, 110
Accident Reporting Form, 361f
Accidents, occurrence (direct/indirect costs consideration), 363
Accommodation, result, 385
Accord, Patrick (profile), 284–285
Accountability, lines, 425

B
Bad listening practices, 407–408
Base compensation, 148
Behavior modification, 185
Big sister/brother system, 239
Body language, 403–404
Bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ), 37
Bonuses, supply, 155
Boss, authority/direction (employee expectation), 173
Brainstorming, 454
Buddy system, 239
Budget
operational plan, 72–73
preparation, 74
sample, 73f
Built-in reward system, 275
Bureaucratic leadership style, 15

C
Cafeteria plans, 161
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), 372
Carrot-and-stick method, 180
Change
employee response, 77–78
planning, 77–83
example, 79–83
resistance, 78
Chemical handling, 352f
Civil Rights Act (1964), Title VII, 36f, 37, 304, 364–365
Classified advertisements
example, 116f
usage, 120–122
Closing checklist, usage, 213
Coaching, 228–232, 259
behavior, 232
process, discipline (relationship), 324
purpose, 229
session, 231–232
skills, 230
Coaching style, usage, 18
Coercive power, 12
Cognitive ability tests, 117
Cohesive teams, 210–211
Collaboration, 385
Color, discriminatory practices, 42
Command, chain, 95, 425
Common ground, discovery, 387–388
Communication
barriers, schematic, 400f
channels, 425–426
usage, 116
components, 398f
delegation, steps, 432–436
differences, 49
distortion
assumptions/expectations, 402
impact, 402
prejudices, impact, 401
Communication (continued)
emotions
  avoidance, 411
  impact, 403
failures, 91
importance, 396–399
  reasons, 399
obstacles, 399–415
  removal, 406
perceptions, 402
process, 397–399
role, maintenance, 411
stress, 217–218
top-down type, 415
types, 396–397

Company needs, meeting, 112
Company policy, limiting factor, 187
Compensation. See Base compensation determination, job skills approach, 153
goals/strategies, 149–150
leadership, 146–148
legislation/legal issues, 152–153
philosophy, 146
plan
design/formulation, 148
development, 153–154
formulation, 147f
programs, 146–148
Competition, result, 385
Compromise, result, 385
Computer communications, 419–420
Concurrent control, 470–471
Conflict
analysis, 384–385
causes, 382–383
components, 381
  schematic, 381f
defining, 380–383
humor, usage, 391
management, 384–390
  five-step process, 384f
prevention, 390–391
problems, 465
reduction, performance standard system (impact), 272
resolution, 387–388
strategies, usage, 388f
solutions, discussion, 388
Controlling, 468–471

Controls
examples, 469f
  process, 468f
techniques, 468
Cost of living adjustments (COLAs), 157–158
Covey, Stephen, 87
Crisis management, organization (impact), 95
Critical path, 76
Cross-cultural interaction
development, 46
  steps, 47f
  recognition/practice, processes, 47–49
Cultural diversity
value, 50–52
Cultural diversity, importance, 45
Culture
differences, 49
  management recognition, 44
  impact, 47
  issues, 53–54
  learned behavior, 43
  learning, 47

D
Data, gathering, 81–82
Day-by-day evaluations, usage, 288
Day-by-day planning, 74
electronic calendar, usage, 88f
Day-by-day pressures, 187
Decision making, 446–450
  action/follow-up, 457
  approaches, 446–447
  contrast, 447–448
  feasibility/acceptability, 457
  intuitive approach, 446–447
  logical approach, 446
  managers, worksheet, 453f
  objectives, 457
  patterns, 451
  process, 450–457
  range, 463f
  risk, 456
  skills, building, 467–468
  solutions
  alternatives, development, 454–456
  selection, 456–457
  timing, impact, 450
Decision-making questions, impact, 82–83
Decisions
  complexity, 448
  importance, recognition, 449
  types, 448–450
Defined benefit plans, 162
Defined contribution plans, 162–163
Dehiring, 332–333
Delegation, 423
  adaptation, 437
  benefits, 427–428
  checkpoints, 436
  commitment, 432
  contract, status, 436
  essentials, 424–427
  meaning, 423–424
  resistance, reasons, 429–431
  risk taking, 432
  style, usage, 18
  success
  conditions, 431–432
  reasons, 431–437
Democratic leadership style (participative leadership style), 16, 18
Demographics, shift (impact), 46, 109
Demotivators, 322
Departmental budget, single-use plan, 72–73
Dignity/respect, preservation, 387
Directive behavior, 18
Direct recruiting, 123
Disabled people
  interaction, employee reluctance (potential), 109
  worker source, 108
Discipline
  action
  adjustment, 327
  four-stage formula, 322–323
  job-related factors, basis, 368
  threats, mistake, 328
adaptation, 327
administration, 327–332
approaches, 321–327
consequences, 319–320
essentials, 316–321
mistakes, avoidance, 327–329
negative approach, 322–323
negative/positive shift, 326–327
policy/procedure, 318f–319f
positive approach, 323–324
advantages, 324–326
process, steps, 317, 319
punishment-free formula, 324
report form, 331f
rules
enforcement, 320–321
set, 317
steps, 329–332
written record
development, report form, 331f
importance, 332
Discriminatory practices,
determination, 42
Diseases/illnesses, 353–354
Display advertisements, 120–122
example, 121f
Dissatisfiers, 184–184
Diversity, 42–45, 388
ARAMARK definition, 44–45
components, 43
guidelines, 53
honoring, 388
importance. See Cultural diversity
issues, leading, 53–55
promotion costs, concern, 52
Sodexho USA definition, 51
strategic imperative, 51
training (sensitivity training),
commonness, 51
Diversity and Equal Opportunity
(DEO) department, 34
Diversity and inclusion program,
establishment, 52–53
steps, 52
Downtime, impact, 113
Drop-in applicants, attention,
116–117
Drug abuse, U.S. Department of
Labor estimates, 367
Drug-free workplace, federal grants,
367–368
Drug Free Workplace Act of 1988,
367–368
E
Economic person theory, 180–181
Eight-Step Coaching Model,
development, 228
Electronic calendar, usage, 88f
E-mail, usage, 420
Emotional intelligence, 415–420
components, 415
Emotional intelligence quotient
(EQ), 415
Empathy
EI component, 415
usage, 387
Employee assistance programs
(EAPs), 341–343
function, process, 343
purpose, 342
referral, 370
services, 342–343
Employee benefits
cost, 165
legal requirement, 158–160
listing, 157f
programs, 157–160
Employee performance
procrastination, impact, 298
rating, problems, 297–299
standards, improvement, 258–259
supervisor feelings, impact, 297–298
Employee Retirement Income
Security Act (ERISA), 162
Employee Right-to-Know Law,
351–352
Employees. See Exempt employees;
Nonexempt employees
comparisons, problems, 297
contribution, multiplication, 428
cooperation/hostility, 417–418
cultural values/communication
styles, understanding, 49
development, 196–198, 428
empowerment, guidelines, 198–199
expectations/needs, 172–177
framework, 320f
hiring (determination), staffing
guides (usage), 115f
housing, 165
impairment, behavioral indicators, 342f
improvement
objectives, 301
recognition, 197
information, communication,
138–140
learning
environment, optimum, 246
technique, 245–247
marketplace identification, 104
meals, 164
motivation, dilemma, 193
moving expenses, 165
needs, meeting, 112
numbers, requirement
(determination), 154
personal qualities, importance, 129
positioning, 198–199
positive actions, recognition/
reinforcement, 321
problems, identification, 343
purchase discounts, 165
referral programs, usage, 120
relations, HR director (impact), 6
response, creation, 137–138
rewards, 196
safety, 362–363
selection, 125–136
finalization, 135–136
procedure, elements, 125
tests, 117–118
self-appraisal, 299
self-respect, maintenance,
230–231
services, 164–165
sources, 106–109
substance abusers
advice, avoidance, 371–372
identification/confrontation, 368
termination
emotion responses, reaction, 340f
responses, listening, 337
training relevance/practicality, 246
transportation, 165
tuition reimbursement, 165
understanding, 190
unfitness, behavioral indicators, 342f
Employee stock ownership plans
(ESOPs), 163
Employment
agencies, usage, 107, 122–123
application form, 126–127
example, 126f–128f
requisition form, 113
example, 114f
Empowerment, 22, 225–226
  definition, 225
  program, establishment (steps), 226
English, speaking (problems), 52
Entry-level jobs, 10–11, 105
  interview time, 132
Environmental sexual harassment, 364
Equal Employment Opportunity
  Commission (EEOC), 363–364
  diversity, relationship, 34–35
  laws, 35–39
  hiring process, relationship, 39–41
  list, 36f
  questions, appropriateness, 40f–41f
Equal opportunity, 34–35
Equal Opportunity and Diversity
  (EO&D) department, services, 34
Equal Pay Act of 1963, 36f, 37, 153, 304
Esteem for others, 182
Ethical considerations, 25f
Ethical decisions, determination, 24
Ethics, 24–25
Ethnic groups, diversity, 43
Ethnicity, discriminatory practices, 42
Exempt employees, 152
Exit interviews, conducting, 263
Expectancy Theory, 185–186
Expectations, impact, 402
Experience
  hiring security, 113–114
  importance, 173
  training, similarity (employer assumption), 239
Expert power, 12
External recruiting, 120–124
  sources, 123–124
Extranets, usage, 420
Eye contact, nonverbal communication technique, 49
Facial expressions, nonverbal communication technique, 49
Fact finding, 389
  organization, 453
Failure, fear, 430–431
Fair Employment Practice Acts
  (FEPs), 36f, 39
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938
  (FLSA), 152–153
  overtime provisions, 90
Family and Medical Leave Act (1993), 36f, 39, 160
Fax machines, usage, 420
Fear
  demotivator, 322
  elimination, 78
  Fear-and-punishment approach, 322
Feedback
  control, 470–471
  usage, 64, 214, 289
  Feedforward control, 470–471
  Fee-for-service plans, 161
  Feelings, defining, 381
  Fernandez, Gerry (profile), 44–45
  50/50 meetings, 262
  Financial returns, term (usage), 148
  First aid, importance, 372
  First-line supervision, plans, 62
  Food allergies, 372
  Foodborne illness, 372
  Forecasting, 65–66
  Formal groups, 215–216
  Formally appointed team, 208–209
  Forming, group activity, 216
  403(b) plans, 163
  401(k) plan, defined contribution plan, 163
G
  Gantt chart
    sample, 75f
    usage. See Planning
Gender, issues, 53
Generation X/Generation Y, 172
Goals, 63–65
  business areas, 63
  components, 64
  Goal setting, 63–64
  employee/management cooperation, 64
  importance, 64
  participation, requirement, 64
  Goal specificity, 76
  Gomez, Monica (profile), 118
Group activities, 216
  decision making, 461
  problems, 462
  definition, 208
  effectiveness, 462
  team conversion, 215–218
  steps, 217f
Guest safety, 371–372
H
  Haber, Bob (profile), 188–189
  Halo effect, 130–131
  Harassment, 367
  Hazard Communication Standard, 351–352
  employer requirements, 352
Health insurance plans, 161
  practices, legal/government regulation, 350–355
Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs), 161
  Hearing, completion, 409
  Hierarchy of needs (Maslow), 181–183
  usage, 193
Hiring. See Negligent hiring; Truth in hiring
  choice, 135
  feedback, 289
  gut feeling/intuition, avoidance, 135
  performance standards, 273
  questions, appropriateness, 40f–41f
Honesty
  climate, establishment, 203
  leader characteristic, 11
  Honesty/integrity tests, 117
  Horetski, Laura (profile), 20–21
  Hortas, Maira Sommerhauzer (profile), 248–249
Hospitality company, human resources department (organization chart), 6f
  Hotel occupancy, predictability, 67
  Human Immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 372
  Human relations theory, 181
  Human resources (HR) department, 5–6
director/department, strategic business partners, 4
leadership activities, 5f
leading
challenge, 8–10
importance, 4–8
practice, 4
management planners, long-range strategic plans (making), 61
strategic direction, 7f
Human resources planning (HRP) areas, 61f
flowchart, 60f
levels, 61–62
nature, 60–68
process, 62–63
Hygiene factors, 184
Hygiene-Motivation Theory (Herzberg), 184f
I
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986/1990 (IRCA), 36f, 38
Incentives, 155–156
system, 286
Inclusion
importance, 35
promotion, 43–44
Individual, focus, 190–192
Influence (leader characteristic), 11
Informal groups, 216–217
Informally appointed team, 208–209
Informal team, influence (processes), 214–215
In-house job referral, usage, 106
Instant messaging (IM), usage, 420
Instructions
acceptance, climate (establishment), 417–418
delivery, 418
follow-up, 419
giving, 416–419
plan, 416–417
steps, 416–419
verification, 418–419
Instructions, reasonability, 414
Intelligence (leader characteristic), 10, 11
Internal recruiting, 118–120
Interpersonal communication, 396
Intervention, 341
Interviewing, defining, 397
Interviews, 127–132
advice, 132f
conducting, 300–301
control, loss, 303
evaluation, subjectivity, 130
expectations, 131
follow-up, 303–304
mistakes, 301–303
negative impressions, 131
notetaking, 130
planning, 299–300
questions, 42, 128–129
technique, mistakes, 303
Intranets, usage, 420
Job analysis, 89–94
defining, 277
definition, 89
derivation/specification, 153
interrelatedness, 91f
example, 90f
uses, 90
Job description, 88, 91–92
components, 92–94
definition, 89
questions, 128–129
sample, 92f–93f
uses, 271
Job instruction training (JIT), 251, 256–258
learning flow, 257f
Job qualifications
determination, 110–111
inclusion, 94
relevance, 39
setup, 109
Job–related problem, 411
Jobs
appeal, limitation, 106
applicant
descriptive ranking, 130
evaluation, discrimination
questions, 41
assistance, 240–241
classification/titles, 153
content/procedures, 95
control, 95
definition, 89
enrichment, 200
environment, attractiveness, 198–201
evaluation, 89, 95
fairs, usage, 106
filling, 104–105
focus, 198–201
instruction, 238
interest/challenge, 199–201
loading, 200
offers, making, 136
performance, dimensions, 291–292
posting, 119
example, 119f
purpose, defining, 277
qualities, consideration, 111
requirements
relevance, 39
time management, 84–85
search engine, 120
setting, 93
skills approach, 153
specification, 89, 110
example, 111f
summary, 93
title, 93
addition, 94
training, 95
types, training impact, 243
Job Service Centers, 123
Job–training program, development, 247–258
Just-cause terminations, 334–336
Kitchen team, leading, 211
Labor area, characteristics, 109
Labor market, 104–109
conditions, 151–152
Labor needs, determination, 110–114
Laissez-faire leadership style
(free-reign leadership style), 16
Leaders
behaviors, 21–22
impact, 173–174
characteristics, 11–12, 12f
delegation, problems, 429–430
Leaders (continued)
employees, communication, 174–176
example, setting, 202–203
focus, 201–203
interactions, 9f
managers, contrast, 14
mentor role, 25
practice, 21–22
role, 344
supervisors/associates, relationship, 10–11
traits, 11, 12f
Leadership, 8
decisions, 446
development, foundation (steps), 13–14
nature, 13–14
styles, 15–22
forms, 15f
vision/mission/goals, 9
Leading, energy, 192–193
Learning
definition, 245
obstacles, overcoming, 259–261
problems, instructors (impact), 261
Legitimate power, 12
Life insurance, 163
Limiting factors, 186–188
Listening, 406–415
calmness, importance, 408
emotional reaction, problem, 407
positive impact, making, 414–415
practices, problems, 407–408
principles, 412–413
process, 409–413
roadblocks, 409f
role, maintenance, 411
Long-range planning, consideration, 61–62
Long-range plans, usefulness, 94
Long-term care (LTC) insurance, 163–164
Long-term disability insurance, 163–164
M
Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award, 222
Management
challenge, problem (contrast), 218–219
commitment, 51
expectations, 335
philosophy, limiting factor, 187
Management by example, 202
Management by exception, 69
Management by Objectives (MBO), 76
components, 76–77
Management by wandering around (MBWA), 263
Managers
action, 446
decisions, elements, 446
delegation, problems, 429–430
presence/control, impact, 429
Manual dexterity tests, 133
Marini, Mario (profile), 158, 159
Mass communication, 397
Meaning
acceptance, 414
clarity, sending, 413–414
communicators, impact, 399–403
examination, 411
flow, cutoff (problems), 408
sending
problems, 404–405
process, 405
timing, 404
Middle managers, long-range plans, 61
Minimum wage, legislation, 152
Mission statements, components, 9
Misunderstanding (reduction), performance standard system (impact), 272
Moonlighters, worker source, 107
Moral character (leader characteristic), 10
Morale
assistance, 197
impact, 189
performance standard, impact, 272
Motivation, 177–178
EI component, 415
increase, processes, 260
needs/desires/fears/aspirations, impact, 178f
origination, 178
theories, 179–186
Motivational methods, 192–198
Motivation-Hygiene Theory (Herzberg), 183–184
Motivation through fear, 179–180
Motivators, 184–185
Motives, analysis, 408
Multicultural initiatives, 52
N
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), 354
National Restaurant Association, diversity, 43
Need to belong, importance, 195
Negative discipline, 322
action, comparison, 325f
shift, 326–327
Negative reinforcement, 185
Negative team norms, 210
Negligent hiring, 134, 136–137
Neutral listening, 409–410
Nonexempt employees, 152
Nonverbal communication, 403–404
technique, 49
Nonverbal symbols, addition, 398
Norming, group activity, 216
Norms, impact, 210
O
Objectives, setting, 79–81
Occupational diseases, 353–354
Occupational illness, 353
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, 350
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), 350–351
Form 300, 356f
Form 300A, 357f
General Duty Clause, 363
situational inspections, 350
Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance (OASDI), 159
Old-style boss, 16–17
One-on-one training
effectiveness, 251, 254
importance, 260
Online applicants, 117–118
Online résumés, usage, 106
On-the-job performance,
evaluation, 284
On-the-job training, 256
Open door policy, 389
Openness, attitude, 413
Operation, efficiency
(improvement), 96
Opinions, differences, 401
Oral instructions, 416–417
Oral reminder, usage, 324
Organization
anatomy, 426f
importance, 94–95
improvement, plan, 96
Organizational communication, 396
Organizational effectiveness, term
(introduction), 4
Orientation, 137–140, 238
checklist, 139f
Overgeneralization, 130–131
Overtime
 provision. See Fair Labor
Standards Act
requirement, 152
P
Paid time off, 164
Papers, organization, 87
Participation, MBO component, 76
Participative leadership style.
See Democratic leadership style
Participative problem solving,
461–464
 range, 463f
Patience, learning importance, 260
Pay for performance, 155–157
Pay grades, 155f
 establishment, 154
Peer group, nurturing, 195
Peer review, 390
Pension plans, types, 162
People problems, solving, 464–465
Perceptions, defining, 381
Performance
appraisal
performance standard basis,
294f–295f
review form, 292f–293f
categories, 291
dimensions, 291
point values, usage, 296f
feedback, 77
levels, 277
ratings, 295–297
Performance evaluation,
274, 298
essentials, 287–290
form, 291
legal aspects, 304–305
making, 291–299
purpose/benefits, 288–290
Performance-related work
problem, 341
Performance review, 288
feedback, 290–291
managers, usage, 289
perspective, 289
process, steps, 290
record, 288
Performance standards, 110,
270–271, 294
action verbs, usage, 281f
anatomy, 271f
attainability, 281–282
measurability/observability, 281
procedures
development, 282–283
example, 283f
requirements, 281–282
system
capabilities, 271–274
development, flowchart, 277f
failure, process, 286–287
implementation, 285–287
payoff, process, 285–286
setup, 274–284
writing, 278–282
sample form, usage, 280f
Performing, group activity, 216
Personal awareness, increase
(process), 46–47
Personality tests, 117
Personal qualities
examination, 131
importance. See Employees
Personal space, usage, 48
Person-to-person
relationships, 177
Physically/mentally challenged,
issues, 54–55
Physiological needs, 182
Planning, 60. See also Change;
Day-by-day planning; Human
resources planning
criteria, example, 80–81
Gantt chart, usage, 74
manager worksheet, example,
79f–80f
simplification
routines, usage, 74
standing plans, usage, 69
types, 68–77
Plans. See Single-use plans; Standing
plans creation, steps, 62
implementation, 83
qualities, 68
types, 68–77
Points factor method, 154
Position, components, 89
Positive action memo, 321f
Positive discipline
action, comparison, 325f
advantages, 326
shift, 326–327
Positive reinforcement, 185
Positive team norms, 210
Positive work climate, construction,
188–189
process, 190
Positive work environment,
building, 215
Power, sources, 12
Pre-employment test, validity, 39
Preferred Provider Organizations
(PPOs), 161
Pregnancy Discrimination Act of
1978, 36f, 38
Prejudices, impact, 401
Preshift meetings, 212–213
Priorities, setting, 87
Private employment agencies, 122
Problem
analysis, 452–454
defining, 79–81
process, 452
Problem solving, 458–466. See also
People problems, Win–win
problem solving
example, 459–461
pattern, 458
process, initiation, 466
range, 463f
Productivity
defining, 470
measures, 470f
problems, reasons, 91
standards, 469
Profit-sharing plans, 156, 163
Program Evaluation and Review
Technique (PERT), 75–76
sample, 76f
Progressive organizations,
human resources directors
(involvement), 6
Psychological tests, 133
Punishment, demotivator, 322

Q
Quid pro quo, 363–364
element, 364–365

R
Race
discriminatory practices, 42
terminology, 43
Rational decision making, emotional
decision making (contrast),
447–448
Receiver
hearing ability, 403
interest, 414
Recruiting, 114–124. See also Direct
recruiting; External recruiting;
Internal recruiting
competition, 116
continuation, 116
evaluation, 124
message, appropriateness, 115
methods, 106–107
performance standards, 273
principles, 114–117
Reference check. See Applicants
Reinforcement, 185–186
Religion, issues, 54
Repetitive work, planning, 67
Resistance, interaction, 78
Responsibility
delegation, 423–424, 427
evasion, 329
extent, 187
increase, 201
lines, 425
anatomy, 426f
Restaurant shift, leading, 211–213
Retention, 261–263
reasons, 262
Retired people, worker source, 108
Retirement benefits, 162–164
Retraining, 238, 258–259
Return on individuals (ROI), 242
Reverse delegation, 436
Reward
expectation, 196
power, 12
Reward/punishment, carrot-and-stick
techniques, 16
Rielly, Holly (profile), 412
Rios, Debbie (profile), 358–359
Risk factor, 67–68
Risk reduction, 81–82
Ruckl, Shirley (profile), 386–387
Rules, compliance, 323–324
Safety, 355–372
audits, 360
committees, 358–359
incentive programs, 361
OSHA study, 362
inspection form, example, 351f
inspections, policy/procedures, 359f
policies/procedures, 358
practices, legal/government
regulation, 350–355
programs, 355
Safety, survival needs, 182
Salary survey, 149f–151f, 154
Schedules, 75–77
change, consideration, 113
Scheduling, importance, 112
Security
concerns, 372
needs, handling, 193–194
Selection. See Employees
Self-awareness, EI component, 415
Self-confidence (leader characteristic),
11–12
Self-esteem
desire, 182
maintenance, 340
Self-fulfilling prophecy, 228
Self-fulfillment/self-actualization, 183
Self-regulation, EI component, 415
Self-respect, 427
desire, 182
Sensitivity training. See Diversity
Sentinel Event Notification System
for Occupational Risks
(SENSOR), 354
Server unit ratings, 278f
Sexual harassment, 364–366
EEOC guidelines, 364–365
example, 364–365
issues, actions, 365–366
policy, sample, 366f
Short-term disability insurance, 164
Show-and-tell, usage, 257
Single-use plans, 72–74
purpose, 72
Situational leadership, 18–19
Skilled/semiskilled worker, 11
Skills
enhancement, coaching
(usage), 228
hard data, 129
importance. See Technical skills
job reference, 110
tests, 133
t raining/buying, contrast,
113–114
Slips/trips/falls, 371–372
Small-group communication, 397
Socializing, minimization, 86–87
Social needs, 182
handling, 194–195
Social Security Act of 1935, 158–159
Social skill, EI component, 415
Staffing needs, forecasting, 112–113
Standing plans, 69–72, 95
development, 69–70
drawbacks, 70
examples, 71f, 72f
review/update, 70
Storming, group activity, 216
Strategic planning, 61
Strategy, importance, 10
Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
    and threats (SWOT) analysis, 65
example, 65f
Style, development, 22–24
Substance abuse, 367–371
    policy/procedures, 369f–371f
    responsibilities, 368
    tests, 117
Success, organization, 94–96
Sullivan, Jim (profile), 220–221
Summative evaluation, 256
Supervision, impact, 50
Supervisors
effectiveness, 48
problem areas, 47
Supporting style, usage, 18
Supportive behavior, 18

T
Tactics, importance, 10
Tasks
    assignment, delegation/planning, 435f
    composition, 89–90
    development, 434
    organization/delegation, 433f
Teaching methods, 246f
Team. See
    Cohesive teams
    building, 215–222
    challenges, 226–227
    creation, 218–219
decision making, allowance, 217
definition, 208–209
effectiveness, definition, 219
interaction, 209–215
leading. See
    Kitchen team
    members
collaboration, 218
interaction, 219
personal needs, satisfaction, 219
synergy, 208f
morale, 209
negativity, overcoming, 227
norms, 209–210
players, 209
productive output, 219
respect, gaining, 227
success
characteristics, 220–222
elements, 219f
Teamwork, 209
Technical skills, importance, 173
Telephone-aided communications, 419–420
Tell-and-sell approach, 302
Temporary employment agencies, 123
Termination, 324, 332–341
    checklist, 337
    interview, 337–341
    checklist, 338f–339f
    steps, 337, 340
    questions, 335–336
reasons, inappropriateness, 336f
    salvaging, contrast, 332–334
    worker impact, 333
Tests, variation, 133
Theory, application, 186–188
Theory X, 17–18, 322
Theory Y, 17–18, 323
Third-party investigations, 389
Third-party sexual harassment, 364
example, 364–365
Time limit, 187
MBO component, 77
Time management, 83–88
importance, 86–88
Time periods, allocation, 87
Time-pressure decisions, 448
Time problems, long-range solutions
    (initiation), 87–88
Time segments, planning, 84
Time tracking format, example, 85f
Time wastes, list, 86
Tip income, reporting, 153
Tipping, 157
Together Everyone Achieves More
    (TEAM), 218
Total Quality Management (TQM), 222–225
    continuous improvement process,
    steps, 223f
effectiveness, maximization,
    223–225
guest feedback, importance, 226
    installation, 225
Trailing, 239
Trainers
    characters, 247f
    identification, 244–245
Training
    absence, impact, 239
    associates, performance standards
        (meeting), 283–284
    benefits, 240–242
    cost, 114
    employee involvement,
        promotion, 246f
    importance, 238–244
    investment, 242
    location, 254
    material
        equipment/supply inclusion, 255
        organization, 246
    method, elements, 251
    necessity, 238–240
    objective, writing, 248
    performance standards, 274
plan
    action, movement, 255–256
    content, establishment, 247–248
    development/execution,
        flowchart, 250f
    example, 253f
    kitchen safety rules,
        example, 360f
problems, 242–244
procedures
    example, 252f
    feedback, 289
program, problem, 261
sessions, 249
short-term associate, impact, 243
simplicity, 260–261
supervisor, usage, 244
Theory Y principles, usage, 201
time, problem, 242–243
turnover problem, 243
worker diversity problem, 243
Transactional leaders, actions, 20
Transactional leadership, 19
Transformational leaders, 19f
Transformational leadership, 20–21
Trust, 432
    atmosphere, 403
    building, 414
Truth in hiring, 131–132
Turnover
obstacle, 227
rate, reasons, 91, 125
retention, relationship, 261–263
Two-way communication (open
communication), 397

U
Uncertainty, elimination, 78
Understanding, increase (listening
techniques), 410f
Undue hardship, infliction, 353
Unemployed, worker source, 107
Unemployment insurance,
159–160
Unexpected discipline, resistance/
protest, 329
Uniform discipline system,
usage, 327
Uniforms, usage, 164
Unit training plan, development,
249–255
Unpaid leave, 160
Unwritten rules/customs, 176–177
U.S. Employment Service, 123

V
Values
defining, 381
differences, 401
Verbal communication, reliance, 48
Verbal skills, 403
Vision, definition, 9
Voice-mail, usage, 420
Voluntary benefits, 160–164

W
Waddy, Daryl (profile), 84
Wage survey, 154
Walker, Eric (profile), 460
Win-lose problem solving, 465
Win-win problem solving, 465–466
Wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi), usage, 420
Women, hospitality employees
(potential), 107
Work
days/hours, 105–106
excitement, 199–200
needs
predictability, 106
variation, 105
setting, hierarchy of needs
(relationship), 182f
units, 89, 93
Workers’ compensation, 158,
354–355
benefits, 355
Workforce, Theory Y motivation
(potential), 22–23
Workplace
accidents, causes, 363
behaviors, substance abuse
(impact), 367
cultural diversity, leading, 50–52
diseases/illnesses, 353–354
equal opportunity, leader
knowledge, 42
injuries, 353–354
respect/understanding,
balance, 51
violence, 382–383
possibility, 383
Work-related questions, 129–130
Written instructions, 417
Written reminder, usage, 324